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Acruise ship docked in a Tunisian
port on Wednesday for the first time
since 2019, carrying over 700 pas-

sengers and rare good news for tourism
operators battered by the Covid pandemic.
The Spirit of Discovery, run by UK opera-
tor Saga, landed at La Goulette port on
the edge of Tunis where it was welcomed
by camels and a band playing traditional
Tunisian music. “We were not trading for
about 18 months... but weʼve been back in
business since last July and this is our first
call here to northern Africa,” said Captain
Kim Tanner.

British tourist John Hilton, 75, said he
was “absolutely delighted” to be in Tunisia.

“Weʼre certainly pleased to get out and
see some of the world and get to some of
the places that we havenʼt seen,” he said.
The ship was carrying 724 passengers,
mostly British but also German, Italian and
Spanish, according to Tourism Minister
Moez Belhassen. He said the cruise liner
was the first of at least 40 expected to
dock in Tunis this year. “This is very impor-
tant for many sectors... especially given
the spending power of tourists,” he said.

After two disastrous seasons, Tunisian
authorities are hoping to bring visitor num-
bers and spending back to 60 percent of
2019 levels, the best season since the
North African countryʼs 2011 revolution. In

normal years, tourism makes up around
14 percent of Gross Domestic Product
and provides a living for two million
Tunisians, around a sixth of the popula-
tion. But the sector has suffered several
crises since the 2011 revolt, which inspired
revolutions across the Arab world. In 2015,
Islamic State group-linked militants waged
a string of deadly attacks at key tourist
hotspots. The sector had started to recov-
er when the coronavirus pandemic and
the ensuing lockdowns sent visitor num-
bers and revenues tumbling by some 80
percent. — AFP

Libya is relating its founding story to
visitors of its pavilion at Expo 2020
Dubai by exhibiting mini sculptures

of its cultural and historic landmarks and
attractions. A simple and brief sign was
posted at the entrance of the Libyan
pavilion, attributing that the appellation of
Libya came from the old tribe Libo, which
inhabited this area during ancient ages.
Located in north Africa, Libya boasts a
strategic position bordering Egypt,
Tunisia, Algeria, Chad and Nigeria. —
KUNA

Cruise tourists arrive at the port of La Goulette in Tunis as Tunisia welcomes the first cruise from Europe. Tunisian men lead camels at the port of La Goulette in Tunis as Tunisia welcomes the first cruise from Europe, with more than
800 tourists on board, after a stop recorded since 2019 due to the COVID-19 pandemic. — AFP photos

Cruise tourists wave at the port of La Goulette in Tunis as Tunisia welcomes the first cruise from
Europe.


